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ARTS AND CULTURE 

BBC Four embraces arts and culture – from the doyennes of 
high and popular culture to the modern art of Russia...
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 Helena Bonham Carter (Harry Potter, 
Sweeney Todd) stars as Enid Blyton and 
is joined by Matthew Macfadyen (Little 

Dorrit, Spooks) and Denis Lawson (Bleak House).

Blyton’s charming characters and classic tales 
have enchanted countless generations of chil-
dren for almost 80 years and she has sold more 
than 500 million books in 40 countries. This 
drama casts light on the ambitious and driven 
woman behind the beloved Famous Five, Secret 
Seven, Malory Towers and the Noddy series. 

From the adversity of an imperfect childhood 
to renowned author and household name, the 
orderly, reassuringly clear worlds that Enid 
Blyton created within her stories contrasted 
with the intricacy of her personal life.

A Carnival Film & Television production

AF

ENID

Three major dramas about the artistic 
careers of British female icons Enid Blyton, 

Margot Fonteyn and Gracie Fields...
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 Jane Horrocks (Little Voice, The Street) plays 
singer and comedienne Gracie Fields in a 
romantic comedy by Nick Vivian. During 

the Thirties she became the nation’s darling 
and the highest paid film actress in the world. 
Renowned for her common touch, she symbol-
ised the indomitable spirit of Britain.

Beginning at the peak of her career when her 
iconic status seemed indestructible, this film 
recounts Gracie’s war-time struggle between 
love and duty and the staggering repercussions 
of her relationship with Italian-born Hollywood 
director Monty Banks, played by Tom Hollander 
(Desperate Romantics, Valkyrie).

Gracie! opens a window on the complicated 
private life of a very public star who, despite 
everything, was determined to keep the nation 
laughing.  

Jane Horrocks sings a stunning repertoire of 
Gracie songs, including Sally and Sing As We Go.

BBC Productions

AF

GRACIE!
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 Anne-Marie Duff stars as Margot 
Fonteyn, one of the greatest dancers of 
our time, in a drama written by Amanda 

Coe (Filth – The Mary Whitehouse Story; 
Shameless), and partly based on Meredith 
Daneman’s Fonteyn biography.

Directed by Otto Bathurst (Criminal Justice, 
Five Days), Margot tells the story of the prima 
ballerina assoluta’s dancing partnership and 
complex relationship with Russian dancer Rudolf 
Nureyev, forged towards the end of her career.  

The partnership propelled them into the strato-
sphere of international stardom, creating a kind 
of celebrity that had never existed before and 
securing their place in the hearts of audiences 
and the history of ballet.

Margot also stars Sir Derek Jacobi as choreog-
rapher Sir Frederick Ashton; Penelope Wilton 
as Margot’s mother BQ; Lindsay Duncan as 
Ninette de Valois, founder of The Royal Ballet; 
Con O’Neill as Margot’s husband Tito, and 
Dutch actor Michiel Huisman as Nureyev.

A Mammoth Screen production

LH2/BR3

MARGOT
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Celebrating Russia’s contribution to art, ballet and literature...

 Art historian Andrew Graham-Dixon 
unlocks the world of Russian art and 
finds out what makes it unique.

Episode one celebrates the great age of the 
icon, when Russia was at its most intense and 
inward looking. Travelling to the northern 
wastes, Andrew discovers the country’s most 
moving icons, the little known folk “Lubock” 
art, antique Russia of the countryside, and 
Peter The Great’s artistic revolution. 

Episode two moves into the city and relives 
the glory days of the Russian high baroque and 
assesses the influence of “the Wanderers” – an 
extraordinary group of artists comparable to 
the Impressionists.

The final episode spans the tumultuous period 
of 20th century Russia, from the Revolution 
of 1917 to the present day with the tension 
between the new Russian investment in art and 
the strict doctrine of the Putin years.

BBC Productions

AH

THE ART OF RUSSIA

 Author and broadcaster Stephen Smith 
goes on the trail of Vladimir Nabokov 
- the man who outraged the world fifty 

years ago with his novel Lolita. Smith's journey 
takes him from Nabokov's childhood home 
in Russia, to Cambridge, America and finally 
the shores of Lake Montreux, where Nabokov 
spent the last decade of his life. Through his 
travels, Smith unravels the puzzle of Nabokov's 
life and work, and reveals the true inspiration 
for Lolita.

BBC Productions

BBC Front Desk

THE CURSE OF LOLITA

FOR ART’S SAKE – THE STORY OF BALLETS RUSSES

 Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes made 
its legendary first performance at the 
Theatre du Chatele, Paris in May 1909. In 

the following 20 years it revolutionised ballet, 
reinventing an entire art form which had grown 
stale elsewhere in Europe, redefining it for the 
20th century. 

This film celebrates the legacy of Ballet Russes 
and its continuing influence on dance, art and 
culture. It explores Sergei Diaghilev’s role as 
an extraordinary impresario with a remarkable 
ability to bring artists together. 

BBC Productions 

CF2
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BRIT ART - WHERE TO NOW?

 Collaborating with BBC Two, BBC Four 
adds context to the Modern Beauty 
Season as art historian Dr Gus Casely-

Hayford explores the state of British con-
temporary art. Set against the backdrop of a 
contemporary art bubble that has burst, Gus 
quizzes artists about their work and their hopes 
and dreams for the future.
 
In recent years much attention has been given 
to the buoyancy of the art market and the cult 
of celebrity artists but what about the art itself?  
Gus meets a broad spectrum of artists, from 
Turner Prize winner Grayson Perry (pictured) to 
those fresh out of college and discovers how 
their creations are reflecting a changing world. 
Is a new era dawning and can we be optimistic 
about the future of contemporary art?

BBC Productions

AH

 In 1979 artist Kit Williams published 
Masquerade, an exquisitely illustrated chil-
dren’s story which contained clues to where 

the author had buried a priceless bejewelled 
charm in the form of a golden hare.

 His idea took the public by storm and cata-
pulted him to fame. But it also destroyed his 
artistic credibility, dashing his promising career 
as a painter, and forcing him to live as a virtual 
recluse. 

 Featuring an exclusive television interview with 
Williams, this film reappraises the work of a 
very British artist, who was arguably just ahead 
of his time.

BBC Productions

BBC Front Desk

THE MAN BEHIND THE MASQUERADE

Following their successful collaboration on the Poetry 
Season, BBC Two and BBC Four join forces again in 

the Modern Beauty Season...
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LEEDS INTERNATIONAL PIANOFORTE COMPETITION

MUSIC

LATIN MUSIC

 This series charts Latin music’s influence 
on the United States’ cultural and social 
landscape. Filmed across North America 

and the Caribbean it features musical perform-
ances and previously unseen archive.

 It explores the Afro-Cuban music of Cuban 
immigrants which enthralled fifties America, 
changing attitudes and challenging stereotypes. 

 The series also tells the story of how the 
rhythms of Havana and Puerto Rico were trans-
formed in Seventies New York to create Salsa. 

 And it examines the dynamic role that Mexican-
American music has played as well as the 
impact of Latin Pop on contemporary culture.

BBC Productions/WGBH

SH3

A comprehensive range of programmes and 
performances covering everything from 

choral music to synth pop…

 BBC Four provides a showcase for 
performances by the best international 
young piano talent at the Leeds 

International Pianoforte Competition, including 
extensive coverage of the finals presented by 
Huw Edwards. 

In a series of six programmes about this year’s 
competition, BBC Four features each finalist’s 
concerto performance. The programmes will 
include profiles of the finalists and discussion 
about each performance, repertoire information 
and a brief historical portrait of the competition.

BBC Productions

CF2
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ROYAL OPERA HOUSE SACRED MUSIC

 W inter operatic highlights on BBC Four 
include Rolando Villazon in Nicholas 
Hytner's production of Verdi's Don Carlo. 

BBC Productions

CF2

 Simon Russell Beale continues his explora-
tion of the story of western Sacred Music 
in four new programmes. 

Shot on location around Europe, series two 
focuses on the lives and music of Brahms and 
Bruckner, Fauré and Poulenc, Górecki and Pärt. 
It concludes with British contemporary figures 
Tavener, Rutter and MacMillan.

BBC Productions

CF2
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 In the late Seventies small pockets of elec-
tronic artists such as The Human League, 
Cabaret Voltaire and Throbbing Gristle were 

inspired by Kraftwerk and J G Ballard to dream 
of the sound of the future against the backdrop 
of bleak, high-rise Britain. 

Gary Numan’s 1979 appearance on Top Of 
The Pops heralded the invention of synthpop, 
which would provide the soundtrack as Britain 
entered a new, ruthless era in the Eighties. 

Depeche Mode, four lads from Basildon, came 
to embody the new sound, while post-punk 
bands such as Ultravox, Soft Cell, Orchestral 
Manoeuvres In The Dark and Yazoo took the 
synth from the pages of the NME and onto the 
front page of Smash Hits.

By 1983 the Pet Shop Boys and New Order 
were pointing to where the future of electronic 
music lay – in dance.

Contributors to Synth Britannia include Philip 
Oakey, Vince Clarke, Martin Gore, Bernard 
Sumner, Gary Numan and Neil Tennant. 

BBC Productions

LW

 Metal Britannia traces the emergence of 
the genre in Britain in the late Sixties 
and Seventies. 

Metal began life in the mid-Sixties underground 
rock scene – a fledgling style spearheaded by 
the likes of Judas Priest, Black Sabbath, Deep 
Purple and Led Zeppelin. It was dominated by 
paranoia and darkness, albeit often tongue in 
cheek. The players were male, mostly working-
class – a unique 70s British style – spawning 
their own long-haired, head-banging audience 
with their own dress codes and world view.

While this generation still defines classic British 
metal, it was nearly overtaken by British punk 
in the late Seventies. Then back came a new 
generation such as Iron Maiden, Def Leppard 
and Saxon, dubbed “The New Wave Of British 
Metal” by the press.

As the Eighties dawned, the best of these two 
metal generations were ready for the long haul, 
to make their genre the key force in music it 
remains today.

BBC Productions

LW

METAL BRITANNIA SYNTH BRITANNIA
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INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY AND DRAMA

LOST KINGDOMS OF AFRICA

Drama in Africa; controversy in Spain; documentary from across the globe and
a cult international thriller – there's always a broad perspective on BBC Four...

 It is often said that history is written by the 
victors. Arguably, the world’s understand-
ing of Africa’s history has been filtered by 

European historians with limited appreciation 
of the continent’s pre-colonial past.

This intelligent and thought-provoking series 
reveals the extraordinary history of some of 
Africa’s ancient civilisations, exploring spectac-
ular ruins and investigating the myths and leg-
ends that surround these mysterious kingdoms.

Historian and art expert Gus Casely-Hayford 
journeys through different regions of Africa, dis-
covering the remnants of its pre-colonial glory 
with the help of some of Africa’s finest minds. 

From the pyramids of the Sudan and the 
extraordinary history of Ethiopia, to the great 
trading empires of the East Coast and the 
Golden age of the Kingdom of Mali, this 
four-part series takes the viewer on a journey 
through the forgotten past of Africa.

An IWC Media production

VAA
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 BBC Four’s international award-winning 
documentary strand, Storyville, returns 
with a season of diverse stories from 
around the world.

With tales ranging from a group of 
depressed Swedish men who end up win-
ning the European Synchronised Swimming 
Championship, to a revealing look at the 
power-play behind the coup in Equatorial 
Guinea, Storyville brings its unique mark of 
quality to remarkable films.

Female cage fighting, the travails of a wannabe 
war photographer, a Nigerian family saga and 
an insider’s look at Italy’s TV-obsessed culture 
are also explored bringing, as ever, an eclectic 
mix to the new season on BBC Four.

BBC Productions

BR/LS2

STORYVILLE MRS MANDELA

 Oscar nominee Sophie Okonedo 
brings the life of one of the most 
extraordinary and controversial fig-
ures in recent history to the screen. 

Mrs Mandela is a triumph, a tragedy and 
an unravelling love story, charting Winnie 
Mandela’s progression from innocent country 
girl to politicised fighter against apartheid, 
from adoring wife to revolutionary firebrand. 

Shot on location in and around Soweto, the film 
focuses on the development of the relationship 
between Winnie and her husband from their 
brief courtship in the Fifties to the aftermath 
of Nelson’s release from prison in 1990. It is a 
subtle exploration of a remarkable relationship 
set against the backdrop of one of the greatest 
political struggles of the 20th century. 

Opposite Sophie Okonedo (Hotel Rwanda), 
David Harewood (Blood Diamond) stars as 
Nelson Mandela and David Morrissey (The 
Deal, Red Riding) plays the role of notorious 
police interrogator Theunis Swanepoel.

A Diverse production

CD3
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SPIRAL 2DIGGING UP THE DEAD

 For the first time since its bloody civil war 
and the long years of brutal dictator-
ship, Spain is officially examining its past 
with the exhumation of its mass graves.

Michael Portillo, whose father was exiled 
for fighting for democracy after Spain fell to 
Franco 70 years ago, examines the effect that 
this opening up of old wounds will have on a 
country which had chosen to forget.

The mass graves, some of which contain more 
than 4,000 bodies, have remained untouched, 
until now. Travelling to his father’s home town of 
Madrigal, Granada and Malaga, Michael talks to 
ordinary people about their memories and their 
desire to recover the bodies of their loved ones.

A Liberty Bell production

BR/LS2

 This hard-hitting, stylish and critically 
acclaimed French police thriller returns for a 
second series as Pierre Clement and Police 

Captain Laure Berthaud descend into the para-
noid rivalries of the drug trafficking underworld. 

Unflinchingly realistic and nail-bitingingly tense, 
the series follows the investigators into the 
dark and uncompromising world of organised 
crime. As a seemingly isolated case of urban 
violence grows in complexity and danger, each 
new piece of evidence unearths a duplicitous 
world of international trafficking, informers, 

double lives and arms dealing. 

The characters, each with a different vision 
of justice and their own personal demons, 
become ever darker, disillusioned and warped. 
As the suspense builds, an audacious plan to 
strike at the heart of the crime network means 
that the slightest slip will result in certain death. 

A Son et Lumiere for Canal Plus production

BBC Front Desk



BBC Four delights in scientific pleasures in 
an enthralling reassessment of what science 

has done for us...
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BEAUTIFUL MINDS 

 Great minds don't always think alike. In 
fact, offbeat thinking has led to some 
of the greatest scientific discoveries of 

our age. Britain’s most influential and respected 
scientists explain how their unique scientific 
perspectives have redefined how we think 
about the world around us.

Included in the series is astrophysicist Dame 
Jocelyn Bell-Burnell, who talks us through her 
detection of pulsars, a by-product of supernova 
explosions that make all life in the Universe 
possible. She and the other scientists featured 
in the series reveal how their esoteric calcula-
tions, their personal passions, and their 'Eureka 
moments' have helped untangle some of the 
mysteries of complex science. 

They also explain what inspired them to devote 
their lives to scientific research and what they 
feel are the far reaching consequences of their 
findings.

BBC Productions

VAA

SCIENCE

BBC Four shows how scientific theory helps us make sense of the world...
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ARISTOTLE'S LAGOON

 Teacher of Alexander The Great and stu-
dent of Plato, Aristotle is unquestionably 
one of the most important philosophers 

of all time. He was also the founder of modern 
biology and one of the first men to attempt to 
explain the human soul scientifically.

Nearly 2,400 years ago, Aristotle arrived at the 
island of Lesvos where he made some of his 
most extraordinary discoveries about nature 
and the very science of life.

Evolutionary biologist, Professor Armand 
Marie Leroi (presenter of What Darwin Didn’t 
Know), explores Aristotle’s work, including his 
zoological classification – a system inspired by 
the island’s flora and fauna which existed well 
into the 19th century. Aristotle’s Lagoon shows 
how his apparently prescient views of human 
biology and the soul were influenced by his 
island discoveries and how his studies laid the 
foundations for modern biology.

BBC Productions

VAA

 Chaos theory has a bad name. It conjures 
up images of unpredictable weather, 
economic crashes and science gone 

wrong. But there is a fascinating and hidden 
side to chaos, one that scientists are only now 
beginning to understand. It turns out that chaos 
theory has an answer to the question humankind 
has asked for millennia: how did we get here?

Professor Jim Al-Khalili sets out to uncover one 
of the great mysteries of science, exploring how 
a universe that started off as dust ended up 
with intelligent life. He demonstrates how order 
emerged from disorder and shows how science 
can explain the beauty of the natural world.

A Furnace production

VAA

THE SECRET LIFE OF CHAOS 
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POLITICS AND SOCIETYTHE GREAT OFFICES

 Dealing with money, power, crime and 
terrorism, the work of the Treasury, the 
Foreign Office, and the Home Office, 

affects the lives of all citizens and has helped 
determine the fate of governments.

In three one-hour programmes, award-winning 
documentary maker Michael Cockerell tells the 
inside story of The Great Offices.

Combining new interviews and rare archive, 
Cockerell recounts the constant power battles 
between ministers and mandarins, both within 
the offices and with No. 10 – for most prime 
ministers yearn to be their own chancellors or 
foreign secretaries... and sometimes both. 

This major new series will also tell a wider story 
about British politics in the last half century and 
how the country has reached its present state. 

BBC productions

PR

What makes them tick?
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GETTING OUR WAY - WITH SIR CHRISTOPHER MEYER WOMEN

 Following her acclaimed documentaries, 
Lefties and Jews, Women is Vanessa Engle’s 
new three-part series about feminism and 

its impact on contemporary women’s lives.  

The first film documents the women’s libera-
tion movement in the Seventies and features 
interviews with legendary British and American 
feminists including Kate Millett, Susan 
Brownmiller, Germaine Greer and the last ever 
interview with novelist Marilyn French – who 
died in May of this year.

The second film looks at the consequences of 
feminism for today’s mothers, documenting the 
daily lives of ordinary women with children, to 
discover the extent to which the legacy of femi-
nism has altered gender roles and the division 
of labour in the home.

The third episode is an observational film about 
a small group of passionate and angry young 
feminists in London now, who believe that the 
need for activism in 2009 is more urgent than 
ever.

BBC Productions

KA

 Sir Christopher Meyer, the former British 
Ambassador to the USA, looks back at 
500 years of intrigue and adventure to 

construct a history of British diplomacy from 
the inside.

Peppered with anecdotes from the outspo-
ken, red-socked former diplomat’s 36-year 
career, the series also includes interviews with 
ambassadors and statesmen, including Douglas 
Hurd, Richard Holbrooke, Henry Kissinger, 
Chris Patten, Alex Salmond, William Hague and 
David Owen.

It reveals in colourful detail how British diplo-
macy, far from being the dry-as-dust preserve of 
foreign policy wonks and aloof bureaucrats, is 
replete with treachery, espionage, danger, sex, 
high principle and low cunning. The three films in 
the series are themed around the core pillars of 
national interest – security, prosperity and values 
– and will argue that, however much international 
relations may have changed over this period, an 
unsentimental vision, backed by hard-headed 
diplomacy, has never been more necessary.

A Wingspan production

BBC Front Desk
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 A Portrait Of Scotland, with Peter Capaldi, 
encounters the artists and paintings 
that have reflected the changing face 

of Scotland since the Reformation, while Rory 
Bremner And The Fighting Scots reviews the 
history of Scots in the British Army.
 
Alan Cumming presents Scotland On Screen, 
which celebrates classic movies and their 
Scottish locations.
 
Other programming includes Jonathan Meades 
touring Scotland; Nick Crane on the cult of 
Munros, the mountains; and Michael Portillo 
chairing a discussion on the possibility of 
Scottish independence.
 
The season also features documentaries on the 
legacy of Calvinism in Scotland, Tweed – the 
fabric and industry – and Balmoral, the Royal 
Family’s most private residence and its links to 
Scottish traditions.
 
A Portrait Of Scotland; Scotland On Screen; 
Rory Bremner And The Fighting Scots; 
Jonathan Meades – Off-Kilter; Munro – 
Mountain Man; The Scots – Natural Born 
Sinners are all produced by BBC Productions, 
Scotland. Dinner With Portillo – Why Should 
We Care About Scottish Independence is pro-
duced by BBC Productions, Northern Ireland. 
Balmoral is a Blakeway production. Tweed is a 
Bellwether Media production

HM

THIS IS SCOTLAND

In the year that Scotland marks a decade of devolution, a special season of programmes 
celebrates Scottish culture, art, film-making, heritage, landscape and psyche... SCOTLAND ON SCREEN

A PORTRAIT OF SCOTLAND

32 33
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MICRO MEN ELECTRIC DREAMS

 Martin Freeman (The Office) and 
Alexander Armstrong (Armstrong 
& Miller, Mutual Friends) star in this 

single drama which provides an affectionately 
comic account of the race for home computer 
supremacy in the Eighties. 

Micro Men documents the lengthy rivalry 
between maverick visionary Sir Clive Sinclair 
(Armstrong) and his former colleague
Chris Curry (Freeman) who go head-to-head 
to achieve domination of the growing home 
computer market. Micro Men gives an amusing 
insight into the brilliant but eccentric characters 
that triggered the beginning of the UK computer 
revolution.

A Darlow Smithson production

SM

 Electric Dreams sees the world of one ordi-
nary British family turned upside-down as 
their home is "renovated" to the stand-

ard of a typical house in 1970 – the dawn of 
the digital age – and then fast-forwarded at the 
rate of a year per day through the technological 
revolution of the Seventies, Eighties and Nine-
ties. How will children cope when they swap 
social networking sites and games consoles for 
black-and-white television and vinyl records?

Other programmes in the IT and Us Season 
include Gameswipe With Charlie Brooker 
and The Podfather, the epic story behind the 
silicon chip’s inventor who, according to some, 
remains the most important person that most 
people have never heard of.

Electric Dreams is a Wall To Wall production. 
Gameswipe With Charlie Brooker is a Zeppotron 
production. The Podfather are BBC Productions.

CD3

BBC Four charts the rise of today's globally-linked, instantly-gratified digital culture 
and presents a unique insight into how developments in technology have shaped 
British lives over the last 50 years...

ELECTRIC REVOLUTION
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PLAY 

The history of games and playing offers an intriguing perspective on our past and its 
future presents an exciting glimpse of tomorrow...

GAMES BRITANNIA 

PLAYGROUND BRITANNIA  

TIMESHIFT – HOW TO WIN AT CHESS

 Step into a secret world of imagination and 
adventure in Playground Britannia, the 
story of children’s outdoor play in 20th 

Century Britain. From Ring a Ring O' Roses to 
rap, the programmes explore Britain’s favourite 
games across a century of childhood. 

The heyday of outdoor play came in the 
Fifties when the simple joys of skipping, street 
football and train-spotting were enjoyed by 
millions of children. Since then major social 
changes such as the emergence of the fashion 
conscious teenager, the rise of pop culture and 
the perceived increase in danger on the streets 
have encouraged children to grow up faster. 
But each generation has remained as creative 
as the last when it comes to playground games.

Children of all ages will see the games they 
once enjoyed reflected in this affectionate 
tribute to a nation at play.

A Testimony Films production

BBC Front Desk

 Srategy and tactics are the name of 
the game in Timeshift – How To Win 
At Chess. In a film celebrating the 

colourful and diverse world of chess, British 
Grandmasters Dan King and Raymond Keene 
explain how to outwit opponents and reveal 
key moves and techniques such as forks, pins 
and skewers.

BBC Productions

BBC Front Desk

 Last year, Britons bought more board 
and computer games than books, CDs 
and DVDs. In Games Britannia, historian 

and broadcaster Benjamin Woolley explores 
the roots of what is now a multi-billion pound 
global industry and a peculiarly British obses-
sion. In a bid to discover what makes play so 
compelling, so enjoyable, so infuriating and so 
much fun, Benjamin challenges experts, enthu-
siasts and even the occasional celebrity to play 
a variety of games and gadgets.

BBC Productions

BBC Front Desk
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THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY 

GLAMOUR'S GOLDEN AGE An authored history of the world’s big-
gest religion is the subject of a new 
landmark religious series. 

Professor Diarmaid MacCulloch – one of the 
world's leading historians and Professor of 
History of the Church and Fellow at St Cross 
College Oxford – reveals the true origins of 
the religion and looks at what it means to be a 
Christian.

Thought-provoking and magisterial in its scope, 
the series reveals how a small Jewish sect that 
preached humility became the biggest religion 
in the world. Most Christian histories start with 
St Paul’s mission to Rome, but MacCulloch 
argues that the first Christians stayed much 
closer to their Middle-Eastern roots. 

BBC Productions/Open University 
co-production

GD/JF

 BBC Four takes viewers back to the 
Twenties and Thirties to reveal how and 
why these decades became synonymous 

with decadence. 

As cruise liners brought vampish screen stars 
and daring jazz musicians to British shores, this 
era heralded the birth of mass entertainment, 
mass consumerism and mass media.

But what were the catalysts for a cultural revo-
lution in music, fashion, design and the arts? 
And how did a new glamorous age change 
Britain forever?

The series also explores the impact of Art 
Deco, as 20th -century modern men and 
women aspired to a new way of life – travelling 
in fast cars, on streamlined trains and gleaming 
ocean liners. It was a glamorous age of cock-
tails and dancing to jazz music – fully liberated 
from the moral constraints of the previous era.

BBC Productions

BBC Front Desk
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NEWSWIPE WITH CHARLIE BROOKER

 Charlie Brooker returns to expose the inner 
workings of news media. Written and 
presented by Charlie, Newswipe takes a 

look at the brilliant and absurd way reports are 
presented to the public.

In a funny and acerbic digest of recent news 
reports, Charlie will review two big stories of 
the week in each episode. There will also be 
authored pieces, a poem and much more.
Experts will also be on hand to pick apart 
certain stories and examine the news media’s 
obsessions.

A Zeppotron, an Endemol company, production

RL

BBC Four continues to build on its reputation for intelligent, off beat comedy...

COMEDY AND ENTERTAINMENT 
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IT'S ONLY A THEORY WE NEED ANSWERS

 Will humans soon be able to live forever? 
Are teenagers the secret of mankind’s 
success? Is smell the key to sexual 

attraction? It’s Only A Theory sees highly quali-
fied professionals and experts submitting their 
theories about life, the universe and everything.

The series is devised and hosted by Andy 
Hamilton (one half of the writing team 
behind the hugely popular BBC One sitcom 
Outnumbered), who is joined each week by 
resident panelist Reginald D Hunter (Have I 
Got News For You, QI) and a guest celebrity. 
Together, they must thoroughly interrogate the 
expert and make a final decision on whether 
the theory is worth keeping.

Vince Cable, Kirsty Wark, Clare Balding and 
Martha Kearney are among those joining in the 
fun as guest theory inspectors.

A Hat Trick production

AN

“Should the welfare of bees be 
considered more important than 

global warming?”
“Can humans
 live forever?”

 The anarchic comedy game show, in which 
celebrity guests answer questions set by 
the public, returns for a  second series.

Mark Watson hosts, with expert analysis 
from Alex Horne and quiz master Tim Key. 
Each week, two celebrities battle it out to be 
crowned the winner and avoid the shame of 
donning “the clogs of defeat”!

The rules are simple – contestants must match 
their answer to the one given by a text answer-
ing service. Questions can range from how 
many gerbils would have to be stacked on top 
of each other to reach the moon to what night 
of the week is “curry night” at the Red Lion in 
Stockport.   

BBC Productions 

BBC Front Desk
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